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Intech Clean Energy
Intech is an engineering company, project developer and turnkey operator in the
field of renewable energies, most notably solar power. Founded in 2000, Intech
now has subsidiaries located in Europe, North America and has very recently
expanded to Australia- not least because of the long hours of sunshine.
Intech supplies complete solutions for off-grid and grid-connected photovoltaic
solar energy projects to installers, farmers, municipalities and commercial real
estate developers- from the initial assessment and system design to the supply of
all components and system commissioning. Its high quality systems range from 3
kW rooftop installations to 50 MW ground-based solar farms. The company’s
strong commitment to customer satisfaction and its well-grounded expertise in
energy efficiency consulting make it a reliable partner for renewable energy
projects all around the world.
The business focus for the Australian market covers the three areas of regional
energy supply, commercial & industrial solutions and projects at scale:






Energy Containers from Intech are modular solar-battery-diesel systems
that can be delivered anywhere. They are used for grid stabilization and
mini-grids, powering (remote) communities with renewable energy.
Intech also develops Integrated Energy Solutions for businesses, ranging
from solar PV, biogas and biomass to energy efficiency, absorption and
adsorption cooling, the latter of which is an innovative new German
technology using heat (from industrial hot sources or thermal solar) to
cool water or areas. This replacement of refrigerants with pure water
reduces electric energy consumption by up to 80%.
Furthermore, Intech delivers larger-scale solar farms, offering two selfdesigned products, namely single axis sun tracking systems and floating
PV arrays for systems built on water surfaces.

Mr Liam Byrnes, Area Manager for Australia & New Zealand, would
like to meet with:
 manufacturing and processing industries / off-grid energy
supply for agricultural businesses
 owners and operators of private energy grids
Further product and company information is available at
http://www.intech-australia.com/
If you are interested in a meeting, please contact:
Anja Kegel – Director – Consulting Services Projects
Phone: +61-2-8296-0434
Email: anja.kegel@germany.org.au

